POWERPLANT
Simulation Conference 2017
JANUARY 16-19, 2017
Wyndham San Diego Bayside, San Diego, CA
Winter Safety!

• **Layer up!** Wear layers of lightweight clothing to stay warm.

• **Walk like a penguin!** Take small steps and shuffle when walking on slick surfaces

• **60** people die each year in the US from slipping on Ice
San Diego Safety

• Cardiac Arrest
  • Heart malfunctions and stops beating
  • “Electrical” problem
  • Symptoms – sudden collapse and lose consciousness
    • Every minute defibrillation is delayed, the victim’s chance of survival decreases by seven to ten percent.

• What to do?
  • No AED at hotel
  • Call 911
  • Administer CPR to maintain blood flow to organs until EMTs arrive
San Diego Safety

• Earthquake
  • Unlikely in San Diego...but possible
  • What to do?
    • Drop - keeps you from being knocked over
    • Cover – protect your head and neck while crawling underneath something sturdy
    • Hold On!
Conference Overview

• Breakfast and Breaks – Pacific Ballrooms
• Nuclear Track –
  • Monday – Wednesday – 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
  • Fossil Track in Coast Ballroom
• USUG Annual Business Meeting –
  • Thursday – 8:30 am - Noon – Pacific Ballroom D
  • Bring a 5 minute or less synopsis of years events from your station – OE, INPO visits, NRC inspections, upgrades, etc
• Regional Workshops – Thursday 1:30 pm – 3:00 pm
• Other Activities (Details on Page 5 of Program)
Conference Overview

• A few minor changes
  • Session 2 – Tips and Tricks
    • NUMAC presentation cancelled – will be on download
    • 3D Printing – presented by Mike Petersen
  • Session 3 – Simulator Modifications – hosted by Joe Yarbrough
  • Session 13 – New (and Experienced) Personnel Class
    • What is a Healthy Simulator cancelled – will be on download
    • Replaced with new topic
Conference Overview

• Variety of sessions and topics
  • Simulator upgrades and modifications
  • New simulators
  • Keeping old simulators running
  • Tips and Tricks
  • New (and experienced) personnel class
• Take advantage of breaks
  • Networking
  • Talk to vendors
  • Informal discussions
• Take notes and identify actionable items
• Follow up with presenters and vendors
• Think about what YOU want to present next year (or see presented) – we will be asking at USUG meeting on Thursday